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Additional Programming at the Pages UnBound Festival
May 7–10 (Randolph Theatre, 763 Bathurst St.)
Next month, the Pages UnBound Festival (PUB) will be bringing together the most interesting
voices from the world of books, film and digital media in Toronto, combining them in curated
events designed to stimulate creativity and insight. Audiences are guaranteed thought-provoking
discussions that will continue long after the curtain has closed.
On Friday, May 8, writer-directors Paul Almond, Martyn Burke, Ann Shin and NOW
Magazine’s Susan G. Cole were to continue the Pages UnBound conversation with
Storytellers: Literature and Film, discussing their distinctive creative processes and
transformative philosophies.
The directors and staff of the Pages Unbound Festival were devastated at the news of
Paul’s passing, and will be paying tribute to him as part of the event on May 8. They
extend their deepest condolences to his friends and family.
Writer-director Mike Hoolboom will now join Martyn and Ann to screen excerpts of his film
works and to discuss movie scripts and their relation to prophecy, omniscience and frustration.
More here.
New Event Announced for May 10 at 3pm - The Sound of Literature
What does writing sound like? From poetry on stage to literature on the radio, this panel
considers—and listens to—the noisy conversation between audio and creative language.
Featuring Tom Howell, Katherine McLeod and Damian Rogers with moderator Jessica
Duffin Wolfe of The Toronto Review of Books. More here.
The Pages UnBound Festival is a natural outgrowth of two institutions; the multiple awardwinning independent Pages Books & Magazines and This Is Not A Reading Series (TINARS),
both created by Artistic Director Marc Glassman. Marc Glassman is an event producer, editor,
film programmer, writer and broadcaster.
For more information, please visit www.pages-unbound.com
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